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Touch structure has different modes, such as G+G,G+F, TOL and so on,and all of
these have to combine with LCM to form an effective touch display interactive
solution.  The lamination process has attracted so much attention that the
displaying and touch panel factories begin to set up the process.
In this paper, we first analyze the principle and performance feature of each touch
solution. At the same time we introduce the touching mode and the displaying
mode of the touch screen in detail. Then we focus on the working principle in the
G+F mode. On the basis of this, we designed a JIG that can decrease bubbles
and scraps and also increase the joint craft process capability.
This design is upon the analysis the root cause of bubble and the index of
production. JIG has two location layers to locate in the position in the displaying
and touching screen, and these two layers need to meet lamination Precision.
The designed four buffer regions in the layer of touch panel which locate at the
four edges of touch panel with symmetry are used to ensure force balance. On
the surface of the buffer layer,some scoops are needed to put on them to meet
the demand that the material of buffer can be compressed into scoops when
laminating. In this way, we can prevent the material of buffer intervene from
making bubbles at laminating.
Either the rubber elastic materials or springs with the elastic coefficient of 0.3-
10N/m  can be chosen as buffer Materials which freely move up and down when
pressing.
Through many batch tests and verifies of the reliability, the JIG has displayed
mass production and popularization.
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